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FABRIC YOU CAN CLEAN WITH JUST WATER!

Read our QR 
and visit our 
demo video 
page

WHAT IS AQUACLEAN?
Aquaclean® Technology is a revolutionary fabric treatment that allows you to 
clean stains using just water. This provides you with simple fabric maintenance 
in the minimum amount of time.

Aquaclean helps to remove the majority of household stains (wine, ink, sauce, fat, 
mud, chocolate, cream, etc.) making life easier and giving you more time for the 
important things.
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AQUACLEAN EXTREME

Aquaclean Extreme fabrics have a structure designed 
to facilitate cleaning and prevent claws from digging in 
to the fabric*, plus they have a Safe Front treatment that 
prevents the proliferation of bacteria and mites.

Fabrics 
recommended 

for homes 
with pets

*These fabrics are not indestructible, 
but they do help to prolong your 
sofa’s lifespan.

Health, Hygiene 
and Well-being

Longer 
Lasting

Easy 
Maintenance

Bacteria and mites really do 
proliferate if you have pets 
at home.

But Safe Front is a fantastic 
ally against these organisms, 
which can cause allergies, 
especially in children and 
the elderly.

These collections have a 
physical barrier – a layer 
between the fabric loops 
and the top visible part of 
the fabric which prevents 
accidental snagging, not 
only caused by pets, but 
also by jeans rivets, zippers 
or rings.

The surfaces of these 
collections are completely 
smooth, which facilitates 
the removal of pet hairs 
from the fabric.
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RECOMMENDED FABRICS FOR LIVING WITH A PET 
Aquaclean’s recommended fabrics have a protective coating developed 
with our innovative technology that behaves like an elastic and flexible barrier. 
Preventing pets nails from reaching the core fabric and fraying the fibers.

PERFORMANCE FABRICS

Aquaclean fabrics collections recommended for homes with pets: 

“There is no substitute for suitable pet training in the home. These fabrics cannot be 
guaranteed against possible destruction by your pet.”

SAFE FRONT® TECHNOLOGY
This technology, also owned by Aquaclean Group, is 
intended to combat the presence of mites, mildew and 
bacteria in upholstery products, preventing the onset of 
allergies and other associated problems.

WHAT IS SAFE FRONT®?
SAFE FRONT® is a protection against mites 
fungi and bacteria. It is a totally ecological and 
harmless method of eliminating the presence 
of mites, fungi and bacteria in fabric. This 
development incorporates a shield which, in 
natural way, prevents domestic dust mites from 
reproducing. These mites cause a large number 
of allergies. In addition, It also protects fabrics 
against fungi and bacteria, thus obtaining a 
totally hygienic upholstery material.

SAFE FRONT® is specially useful in homes with 
pets due to the proliferation of dust mites and 
bacteria in these animals. It is fulminant against 
the presence of these microorganisms.
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OEKO-TEX® 
STANDARD 100 
CERTIFICATE 
100% Eco-friendly. This guarantee means 
that we have made these fabrics with 
total respect to the environment thanks 
to the application of new eco-friendly 
technologies.

FIRE 
RETARDANT 
TECHNOLOGY 
Fire retardant pursuant to European 
Standards for buildings. Certified BS5852 
(cigarettes and matches) Part 1 and 2 (UNE-
EN-ISO 1021-1 & 2). To ensure the fabric does 
not react to a heat source.

PERFORMANCE FABRICS

AQUACLEAN CONTAINS NO PFCs
In the textile sector, PFCs are artificial substances that have been used due to 
their effectiveness against the repellency of water, oil and dirt in general.

The processes of production, cleaning and disposal at the end of its useful 
life, makes these compounds a threat to people, since this type of substances 
accumulate in living tissues becoming potentially carcinogenic.

The European Commission, in addition to the 
actions and campaigns that have been carried out 
since 2012 by Greenpeace, has led to an important 
increase in the number of products with PFC-Free.

Aquaclean has joined this initiative, as we think 
that it is our responsibility, facing the legacy that 
we will leave to future generations, to avoid this 
type of substances and look for other alternatives 
to more technological, more sustainable and more 
eco-friendly PFCs.

Being part of this for a years and seeing the 
importance of supporting these type of actions aimed at protecting our health 
and protecting the environment, at Aquaclean we do not use PFC’s in the 
manufacture of our fabrics, adhering to the PFC Free philosophy, because 
together we can support green manufacturing through responsible consumption.
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AQUACLEAN CONTRACT

SPECIAL PROJECTS HOSPITALITY

Discover our Aquaclean Contract Collections 
offering a huge variety of colours, plain fabrics 
and prints, all with the Aquaclean Contract 
guarantee. Top quality fabrics resistant to 
continued daily use.

We can provide you 
with more visibility!

AQUACLEAN 
CONTRACT COLLECTIONS

RESIDENTIAL RESTAURANTS

Send us your project


